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Aerospace and Defense
How can SAP® solutions enable you to change the game?
With SAP solutions, aerospace and defense (A&D) companies can transform the enterprise, stay competitive, and deliver against business
imperatives. They can run their operations with smoothly integrated processes to execute programs on time and within budget, make better
decisions, and support global expansion. At the same time, they can acquire, develop, and retain the best industry talent.

What do SAP solutions help customers do?
Business capture and program delivery

Designing and building complex products

Plan, execute, and monitor every
aspect of the program while
complying with government mandates.

Responsive supply network

Key facts
Effectively design, innovate,
and manufacture new products.

Aftermarket services

Optimize inventory levels, fine-tune
supply plans, and integrate strategic
suppliers for flawless execution.

Deliver a multichannel customer
experience covering maintenance,
repair, and operation services;
material services; and digital services.

9 of the top 10
Most-admired A&D companies
globally are members of the
SAP Advisory Council for A&D*

900+

A&D companies

Run Simple with SAP solutions*

What are the benefits?

Customers

SAP solutions enable the agile A&D enterprise by improving productivity, innovation, and simplicity with:
 On-time and on-budget delivery performance for design, manufacturing, and services programs
 Reduced IT complexity and greater business agility with a modern IT platform
 Eye-appealing, intuitive user experiences that delight users, drive adoption, and improve productivity
 The ability to attract, develop, and retain the next-generation workforce
 Accelerated innovation for advanced digital services

► Airbus (formerly EADS)

Why SAP?

Learn more

SAP solutions connect processes for all A&D value chains by integrating horizontal lines of business
with industry-specific solutions on premise, in the cloud, and through mobile devices.

► Visit us online
► Benchmark your performance
► SAP Solution Explorer

*Source: SAP analysis of FORTUNE 2013 ranking and SAP customer
database as of 2014

► United Launch Alliance
► Meggitt
► Safran
► Spirit AeroSystems
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